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Editor’s note: Peralta Village is colloquially known as Cypress
Village
“Public housing is designed to feel like you’ve got a foot
up your behind, and people start forgetting that the foot isn’t
actually attached to your body.” This is how Brother Haywood,
a resident living at a privatized development in Boston called
Grant Manor, described public housing. And it’s true! Housing
Authorities all across the country force residents to live in terrible conditions and then turn around and say it is the tenant’s
fault! It’s true at Grant Manor, it’s true at Cypress Village, and
it’s true all over the country. Why is this? What is happening to
public housing? What is happening to Cypress Village?
People at Cypress realize things are bad, and a lot of
longtime residents know that it’s gotten worse over the past 20
years or so. Lawns are overgrown; water damage is common;
of pocket for repairs; and tenants often get targeted, harassed,
and threatened with notices to quit despite paying rent on time.
Many who live at Cypress have seen OHA maintenance work-
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in their trucks doing nothing or they have to call
5, 10, or even 20 times just to get a maintenance
worker to their house. And when the workers
come unannounced..
Does OHA realize their neglect? Is OHA
this bad at their job? Yes, but it goes deeper than
that and bigger than just OHA. The U.S. government is working hard to eliminate public housing
Urban Development (HUD) issued a report about
the public housing situation. The report showed
that hundreds of thousands of units were uninhabitable. Uninhabitable units can range from apartments full of mold to ones with structural damage
in the walls or severe plumbing issues. In order to
of $30,000 per unit.
Instead of directing more money to public
housing, the government decided to start demolishing public housing units that got too bad. They
residents. Instead, the government demolished
over 400,000 public housing units by 2015. They
often didn’t build replacement units. Many people lost their homes.
Public housing residents in Oakland have
seen this disastrous trend up close. Some readers
may remember Coliseum Gardens. Those were
demolished and rebuilt as a part of “Phase 1” of
OHA’s Lion Creek Crossing plan. The area is now
people living in Oakland. What’s more, out of the
178 families living in public housing at Coliseum Gardens, only 4 actually moved into the new
units. OHA and Housing Authorities across the
country are adopting this model more and more.
They team up with private real estate developers
to kick poor people out of the area and attract
wealthy renters. They try to pass it off as “redevelopment” or “rehabilitation” that’s helping the
city, but as the results show, it’s about eliminating
public housing.
The banks, private developers, and politicians go from place to place, looking to make
money. Some of these private developers and man-

OHA employees did a terrible job painting a
resident’s stairwell and then told her she can’t
do it herself, even if she pays for the paint!
of dozens or hundreds of developments. Related
California, one of the companies that manages the
Lion Creek Crossing development is also behind
the privatization of the Sunnydale housing project
in San Francisco, under the HOPE SF plan. The
other developer at Sunnydale is Mercy Housing,
over 48,000 units in the last decades. The buildings at Sunnydale are in bad shape, maintenance
is slow, and the property managers don’t answer
phone calls. Mercy, Related, and the San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA) say that demolition and privatization are necessary and things
will get better.
If this sounds familiar, it is no coincidence. Housing Authorities will intentionally
neglect projects in order to justify these privatization schemes. There are plenty of real estate
companies who are chomping at the bit to get
their hands on Cypress Village. We all know it’s
prime real estate!
By neglecting Cypress Village, OHA is
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management sent letters saying the
3-day notices to quit were mistakes.
They tried to tell the residents who had
been quoted in the article that OHA
hadn’t been aware of their problems
before and wanted to address them.
They held “community meetings” (see
pg. 8) to cover their tracks. They are
trying to trick people into thinking
they just didn’t know about the problems before. But obviously OHA did
know, they just didn’t care until resipose them. We won’t let OHA lull us
to sleep with these gestures. And we
will stand together no matter how they
respond. At Grant Manor, the main
The Geneva Towers in San Francisco were supposed to be tenant organizers have received hathe best site for public and “affordable” living. Instead, due rassing eviction notices from manageto negligence, crime ran rampant, conditions were horrible, ment. But these residents have their
and the buildings were demolished in 1998
neighbors’ support and none of them
have been evicted.
laying the groundwork to privatize it. But there
Even though some things have changed
isn’t a wrecking ball outside of Cypress yet and
most people haven’t been kicked out of their for the better, we can’t stop there! We have to
show OHA that we know what they’re up to and
houses. So, what should we do?
We need to come together and demand we won’t allow them to displace us from our
better conditions. A lot of people have noticed that homes in order to redevelop the land so that priin recent months things have been getting better vate developers can make millions of dollars. It
at Cypress. Trash is being picked up twice a week has happened, and is happening, to other housinstead of once (see pg. 7), cameras at dumpsters ing projects across the Bay and the country, and
have been installed, and trees have been trimmed. it will happen at Cypress unless the people come
These are small gains that have come as a result together to stop it!
of the work of the Cypress Tenants Union.
Defend Public Housing!
OHA had sent a few residents 3-day no- Join the Cypress Village Tenants Union!
tices to quit, which basically tell people they have
3 days to leave their homes, threatening eviction.
Interested in Writing for People of The
at best. Over 100 residents signed a petition de- Bay?
manding better living conditions, and for OHA to
stop this harassment of residents. When residents
deliver the petition, a reporter from Oakland Post
covered it and interviewed residents. Residents
spoke about being sick due to black mold and
OHA not responding to maintenance requests.
After the article was published, OHA

Have suggestions on what to cover in the
publication?
Want to be interviewed for an article?
Contact us at:
PeopleoftheBay@riseup.net
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OHA’s Plan to Eliminate Public Housing
by Jacob Fowler

Cypress Village and Lockwood are the
only two public housing projects left in Oakland.
Most other properties that OHA manages are
called “scattered sites.” These are places managed
by OHA that are made up of less than 15 units.
Over the last 10 years, OHA has actively been trying to get rid of these. Let’s look at
what they have to say about it, “The Oakland
Housing Authority is exploring the replacement
of scattered site public housing units with HCVs
[Housing Choice Voucher aka Section 8]. OHA’s

are told to choose a privately-owned building to
live in. The government will still help you with
rent, but under a private landlord you’ll have to
pay utilities and other fees. This works well for
some people, but for most, Section 8 leads to a lot
of problems.
Most landlords don’t accept Section 8.
Those that do, can breach their contract, stop accepting Section 8, or raise the rent whenever they
want. And like any landlord, they can be as responsive to maintenance issues as they want to
be.
manage, and costly to operate. OHA has estiMany privately-owned buildings have
mated that 20-25% of their staff’s time is spent management that is just as bad as the public sites.
simply moving from location to location. With There are still electrical, plumbing, and maintefederal funding reductions for the public hous- nance issues. But nearly 100% of the time Secing program and an extremely high capital needs tion 8 renters have to pay for utilities themselves.
backlog for these scattered site units, sustaining A Section 8 resident in Minneapolis called about
a large scattered site portfolio with declining reOHA is saying because these sites are so

Lockwood and Cypress are under threat of
being destroyed, just like the Coliseum Gardens

are going to move people out of public housing
and give them Housing Choice Vouchers. A Housing Choice Voucher is a Section 8 Voucher. If you the Housing Authorities’ “portfolio descriptions.”
get one, you are moved out of public housing and
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There is Mold in These Homes
by Colleen Donovan

“Because the situation where we’re living at, it’s like, we’re all close
together anyway. So, I feel like if I’ve got it, then probably, you’ve got it!”
- a Cypress tenant dealing with black mold in their unit
went out of our way to embarass management in the paper.
We got free advice from Bay Area Legal
Aid letting us know that technically under
California law she is owed every penny of
rent over the past 3 years. The problem is
that it’s small claims court where a tenant
can’t be represented by a lawyer and it could

A photo of mold in the unit belonging to
the resident who was quoted above
A neighbor who has asked to stay anonymous, alerted us to a shockingly bad infestation
of black mold in her unit (pictured above). The
mold had been there for at least 3 years and housing had done nothing but come in and paint over
it. They even tried to blame her upstairs neighbor for the mold and have denied that housing
is obligated to fix the issue, claiming, “They had
bigger things to attend to that day.” When Mark
Schiferl, the Property Manager of Cypress, read
interviews from tenants in Oakland Post he called
ed the tenants’ long over-due relocation. Another
resident told Mark, “he could help by overhauling the entire public housing management and
depleting the OHA police.”
In April, the tenant living with the mold
infestation moved to Lockwood Gardens in East
Oakland. OHA hasn’t compensated her any rent
for living in an uninhabitable unit or the damages
that she has had to incur battling this mold herself. It also shouldn’t be lost that OHA’s solution
to this problem was not to get rid of the mold,
but to let her live and pay for it for years until we

that neighbors could band together for a
joint case. The lawyer recommended at least
15 tenants for such a case in order to obtain
a private attorney and that Bay Area Legal
Aid could not represent her.
One resident two blocks north, Anika, is
currently submitting a transfer request due
to living 2 years with an infestation pictured below (on pg. 6). She told us, “For HUD to think
I’m just stupid, it really bothers me. I’m educated,
don’t fake with me because I live here that I don’t
know sh*t, the governments ain’t sh*t and you got
to watch it. Don’t talk to me like I’m stupid, they
talk down to you, and I can’t roll with that. This
kitchen is not my fault, you can’t clean any of that
with no Clorox, you can’t clean any of this with
nothing, wash it down and it comes back the next
day, the paint is cheap!”
ta Evans, the Property Administrator at Cypress,
and staff addressed the kitchen ceiling, walls and
doors, they claimed that they would not be able
leads many tenants to wonder where the rent is
going. Lonetta said OHA received bonus COVID
money, so why hasn’t resolving the water damage
become a top priority? When we see HUD intentionally freeze workers or make budget cuts, we
have to see this for what it is. They tell residents
to make calls
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while pulling funding from the resources that are
supposedly going to repair the reported the damage, from said call? We see through the lies!
We are aware these transfers are a neccessary request to the health and saftey of the people.
and then where people go isn’t always better. As
we can see from public housing tenants across
the country most issues, like mold, repeat. So,
it’s neccessary to keep neighbors informed when
the units. The people have leverage over OHA,
and there is strength in numbers. One tenant has
lived in a Section 8 home, relocated to Lockwood
and then relocated to Cypress over a 40 year time
span. Every time she moved was due to living in
“uninhabitbale conditions,” which is a violation
on the landlords end. This was accompanied by a

Just a fraction of the mold infestation in
Anika’s unit, who is quoted above
Are you living with mold in your unit?

coming issues.

against mold infestations: (510) 815-9978

Street. People who attended the rally spoke out about OHA’s negligence, the need to come together, and taped up signs on the door to make their presence felt even after they left. The signs had
messages “OHA What If You Lived Here?” and “Keep it Real with the People”.
In the middle of the signs, attendees taped up the petition that 91 Cypress residents had signed,
tition was addressed to the property administrators and demanded an end to intentional neglect of
the property, favoritism, harassment from the Housing police, and eviction notices. Since the rally,
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OHA, ALL EYES ON YOU!

Even though OHA still hasn’t formally responded to the petition and continues to ignore the demands of Cypress residents, they have in some ways sought to cover their tracks. Above is a photo
from January featured in an Oakland Post article, before the petition was submitted, and before the
rally in front of the OHA building. Messes like these were far more common and something everybody has grown tired of. After the actions taken by the Tenants Union, OHA has begun to do more
regular trash pickup and are power washing the trash areas.
They have also installed a camera by the dumpster on Kirkham which has been requested for over
2 years. Why did it take so long to install this camera? Why now? Well, it’s because of the petition
and residents started speaking out to reporters. Lonetta later said it’s because they got COVID relief
money, which now has allowed them to schedule a second trash day and cameras, but we know the
truth!

Excerpt from the Cypress Tenants Union Petition
“This is not to be confused, we pay you all to provide us with “public housing” which includes
several amenities. It is evident that what we’re paying you all to do is to police, harass, and displace working class Oaklanders. We see through the contradictions and are fed up with the OHA
ignoring our individual calls, so we are banding together. We have demands and we have needs
and it is time for you all to act accordingly.”

Want to read the whole petition? Want to sign the petition? Contact the Cypress Tenants Union at: PeopleofCypressVillage@gmail.com
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OHA, ALL EYES ON YOU!

lackeys side stepped residents’ questions on the calls and only gave out phone numbers. A tenant on
Board and that if we have questions about money, we should go to them.. One tenant had to correct
Lonetta about the fact that tenats with parking passes get ticketed and harrassed by OHA Police. He
had to remind her that the protocols given out on the call don’t match “how things happen in real life.”
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Who Were the Black Panthers?
by Cole McLean

Former Chairman of the Black Panther Party, Bobby Seale, in 1971 delivers a speech in
front of the former BPP headquarters located on 14th and Peralta in West Oakland
West Oakland is blanketed with murals
and homages to the Black Panther Party. Their
words are echoed in protests, and former members and associates of the Party still walk the
streets of Oakland. Unfortunately, many people
only know them as symbols or icons. But others
know the real history.
Before the Black Panther Party split in
1972, the Panthers were the leading force of the
Black Liberation Movement in the U.S. They
were also a major source of inspiration to revolutionary movements across the world. The group
was started by Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale
in 1966, who had linked up a few years before
at Merritt College. These two young Black men
wanted to build an organization that would practice the program Malcolm X had put forward.
It started small and things weren’t easy.
But their dedication to serving the people, mili-

tant resistance, and desire to organize for a better world attracted many people. By 1969, three
years after the Panthers were founded, the party
had around 5,000 members and millions of supporters across the world. If the Panthers could get
all this started with just two people to begin with,
we can get things going too. We need to put aside
our fear and really start organizing among each
other. If we don’t, things will just get worse.
Seale was an Air Force veteran dishonorBoth intimately understood the struggle of working-class Black people in the U.S. and the horrible things the government did both at home and
ences of millions of people in other countries who
faced similar oppression.
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The group was originally called the Black
Panther Party for Self Defense. They chose the
panther as their symbol because it is a powerful
animal that only attacks when it is threatened.
It’s important to remember that when the
Panthers talked about self-defense, they talked
about self-defense not just from common racist
white people, but from the government, police,
and far-right political organizations like the John
Birch Society. They wanted to arm Black people
against racist cops who serve the interests of the
wealthy elite. The Panthers started doing police
patrols. They carried guns and followed the cops
to make sure they weren’t harassing Black people. They held protests and teach-ins so people
would know what to do when racist cops started
harassing them. They knew that making phone
calls to people in power or asking nicely to be
treated better wouldn’t work. Instead, they came
together and mounted an organized and militant
resistance which showed that true power lies with
the people, not politicians.
But the Panthers had other programs be-

Free Breakfast for Children Program. At its height
it fed thousands of children across the country every day. Panther members would wake up at 4am
to feed hungry children before school and provide
them with political education. It was hard work,
but the Panthers knew how important it was to get
young people involved and provide food for families when the government wasn’t. Fred Hampton, a leader of the Chicago chapter of the BPP,
said that one mother whose kids were enrolled
in the Free Breakfast program told him, “I don’t
know if I like communism, and I don’t know if I
like socialism. But I know that the Breakfast for
Children Program feeds my kids.” The Panthers
weren’t just handing out food as charity. They
were educating people to provide the necessary
knowledge and power to challenge the system
which keeps them down.
The Panthers incorporated political education in other ways, too. In fact, by 1968, if you
wanted to be a member of the Party, you had to
political study very seriously. They read all the
speeches Malcolm X gave. They read Negros

Point Four of the Black Panther Party’s
Ten-Point Program
“We Want Decent Housing Fit For The Shelter Of Human Beings.We believe that if the White Landlords
will not give decent housing to our Black community,
then the housing and the land should be made into cooperatives so that our community, with government
aid, can build and make decent housing for its people.”
The Panthers having originated in West Oakland, understood the bad conditions of homes and high levels of homelessness across the U.S. in working class
the Panthers were not abstractly calling for “housing
for all,” they sought to bring housing under the control of the community in order to ensure that decent
housing would be provided to the people. The only
way this is possible is for the people to come together
to make it happen.

From the Flatlands to Visitacion Valley
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with Guns by Robert Williams. And
they read socialists and communists
like Mao Zedong from China, Che
Guevara from Cuba, Ho Chi Minh
from Vietnam, and Frantz Fanon from
Algeria.
These works helped guide
the Panthers and shape the organization. All of this was too much for
the United States government. It was
one thing if the Panthers were just a
reading group, studying revolutionary
candidates. But it was truly threatening that they were actually putting
their revolutionary ideas into practice
with everyday working people and
looking beyond appealing to political
candidates to make change. As Huey
said, the most important part about
being a Panther was “talking to the
brothers on the block.”
The government was scared of
the Panthers’ power and the power of
the people. So, the federal, state, and
pression campaign against them. The

The government which sought to destroy the
Panthers now tries to co-opt their legacy by
making street signs in their name.

Act. Don Mulford was a California assemblyman
from Piedmont. This bill made it illegal to opention to the Panthers’ police patrols. It was signed
into law by California governor Ronald Reagan,
a steadfast support of the Second Amendment but
not for Black people.
terintelligence Program (COINTELPRO) they
in the Party. The feds sent fake letters to Panthers
pretending to be other Panthers to cause disagree-

and murdered Fred Hampton in his sleep. Ultimately, the Panthers split apart because of internal
issues and disagreements, but it is clear that the
government didn’t want them around.
Nowadays, the same government that
wanted to suppress the Panthers wants to turn
nate their threat to the rich and powerful people at
ly renamed part of 9th Street “Huey P. Newton
Avenue.” Oakland provides grants and permits to
paint large murals in the Panthers’ honor. Political
candidates quote the Panthers’ Ten-Point Program

of reform. Hollywood even rakes in millions of
They also motivated other groups like street dollars from movies about the Panthers that make
gangs to attack the Panthers. And they passed them seem like an imaginary fairy tale from the
along tactical information to the local pigs, who past. These types of efforts by people in both the
-
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this demand has yet to be
met, but the Panthers understood that real change
doesn’t happen overnight. We have to come
together and be prepared
to work collectively in a
long-term struggle to not
only make sure that the
immediate interests of
all Cypress residents are
met, but also to challenge
the system which allows
these conditions to persist.
The programs and
efforts of the Panthers
provide lessons and inspiration for us today. It
only takes a few people
working together well
Harlem circa 1970 in New York City, NY.
to get things started, but
then it has that snowcy of the Panthers and sugarcoat their true efforts,
ball
effect,
once
it
gets
rolling it keeps picking
which were to organize the people independent of
the government in an effort to overthrow it and up movement and more and more people get ininstall a new one that actually serves the interests volved.
of the people.
Their goal is to co-opt the legacy of the
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
Panthers and turn them into an empty symbol
that people recognize but don’t understand. They
would prefer the Panther turned into something
like McDonald’s golden arches rather than the
symbol of resistance that it has represented for so
long. We can’t fall for their tricks and we can’t
“If you stop
forget the real legacy of the Panthers.
struggling then
Some might only know about the Panthers
you stop life.”
from what little is taught in the public education
system. But it’s important to read carefully what
- Huey P. Newton
they wrote, studied, and remembering what they
ment that is very relevant to the current situation
at Cypress Village. As the Panthers put it in Point
Four of the Program, “We Want Decent Housing
Fit for The Shelter of Human Beings.” Certainly,
the conditions at Cypress Village and other government subsidized housing, demonstrate that
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May 4th Truth Commission on RAD/PACT and
the Privatization of Public Housing
from the United Front Against Displacement

View the whole webinar here: http://bitly.ws/drY6 (1 hour and 46 minutes)

Over 100 people from across the country attended a webinar to share experiences
living in public housing and discuss strategies to resist privatization
On May 4th, a Truth Commission on becomes crystal clear that tenants are in the same
RAD/PACT and the privatization of public housfrom public housing tenants across the country
- and we encourage everyone to watch the full reists gave testimonies from New York City, Bos- cording.
ton, Minneapolis, San Francisco and Oakland,
Anthony, a tenant from Hope Gardens in
with over 100 people in attendance. We hope Bushwick, New York City (which was privatized
this discussion will continue to be shared wide- in 2019), stated management and their lackies
ly. National coordination to protect the interests are “expelling people without any due process.”
When it comes to repairs and maintanence, the
because what’s happening is larger than any one Housing Authority drags their feet, leaving homes
city. It’s a federal plan to eliminate public housing without heat for months in the dead of winter.
across the country.
Even worse, management served eviction notices
People are not alone! The big banks, de- to tenants, including Anthony and his family, as
- a scare tactic even when it’s on record manageants staying isolated and defeated. They hope ment was “quick to collect rent” while they violate keeping units up to code. As Anthony noted,
- it’s important we “don’t sleep” and get confused
den that tenants must remedy. When over a dozen about the game they are playing.
tenants from various housing sites all come forward with similar conditions and harassment, it do not want to go from Section 9 public housing
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elite like Greg Russ are
doing this because they
want to, and that “affordability” has always
been a scam. Another
important reminder was
the power of embarrasing managment through
speaking out to the press
and applying collective
pressure, similar to what
this Truth Commission
serves to do, and we

In Boston, Jackie, a tenant from Grant
Manor (a subsidized
development under Section 8 PBV) is currently
to Section 8, most notably because of rent increasorganizing with neighbors against rent increases,
es and being priced out of housing. Brenda, who
which are supposedly used to cover the cost of relives at Oceanside (which hasn’t been privatized
pairs. Jackie said that actually no repairs are hapyet), said, “[the New York City Housing Authorpening, stressing that “the plan is to just run the
ity] is committing violence, and our homes are
building to the ground, and divide and conquer”
killing us.” When facing privatization, we need to
through scare tactics in the hopes that people simResidents of Glendale in Minneapolis hold a protest against the
Minneapolis Housing Authority’s (MPHA) effort to privatize Glendale.
The Defend Glendale and Public Housing Coalitinstands against the
lies of MPHA and the national efforts to privatize public housing.

does not end there when we see that management
has never have had the people’s interest in mind,
Many different strategies were shared on
the call, such as petitioning and protesting. Mary
and Jaqueline from Fulton Houses in NYC, who
have been organizing against RAD for a couple
years, spoke about their struggle to collaborate in
working groups to coordinate resident management of buildings or collect rent payments in a
collective bank account to fund repairs. Governor

Soa, a tenant from Sunnydale in San Francisco (in the process of being privatized), and
Melda from Cypress in Oakland represented the
door knocking to protesting, and they spoke on
the need to make our own plans, because the ones
these landlords give us just aren’t cutting it! The
people will not be hoodwinked, especially when
we link up nationally.
retired seniors, Jacqueline from NYC stressed

undermined and mocked these working groups
people and the future working class.
while pushing residents to “compromise and save
Fulton Houses.”
Ladan Yusuf, a tenant at HUD develop- To learn more about the efforts in Boston,
ment Glendale Townhomes, is a part of the De- check out, Urban Core, a publication written
fend Glendale & Public Housing Coalition, an and edited by residents at Grant Manor:
organization of residents that has successfully or- theufad.org/urban-core
ganized for the last 6 years to stop a RAD conversion of their homes. Yusuf reminded us all that the
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TENANTS IN NYCHA DEVELOPMENTS ARE ON RENT STRIKE
New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) residents
from Harlem River and Fulton demand that their rights
be respected, proper maintenance of their buildings be
restored, and that they have
a real say in whether or not
their buildings are transferred from public ownership into the hands of banks
and developers as part of
a RAD conversion. Under
state and federal law, tenants have the right to orgaHarlem River resident Valerie Johnson is interviewed
nize and withhold rent due
by WPIX-TV about the rent strike. To see the full story,
to violations by the owners
go to this link: http://bitly.ws/ds7D
of their buildings. Courts
may rule in favor of tenants in such actions. To better protect the interests of tenants, rent payments
during the rent strike are being held in “escrow” by a court recognized lawyer, and released back to
the tenants or to the landlord following a court hearing or settlement. This means that the rent is still
being paid, but it is not being transferred to NYCHA until tenants’ demands are met.
To join the rent strike or learn more contact:
PeopleofHarlemRiver@gmail.com or call 646-780-9657

1 NYCHA Weekly Podcast
Every Sun at 4PM EST/7PM PST
against privatization in New York, check out
the weekly podcast hosted by 1 NYCHA.
From their Facebook page: “1 NYCHA is
a podcast and a Movement that highlights
public housing issues and progress within
NYC. Collectively we can provide solutions
and resources to stakeholders citywide. How
can we help?” To learn more, contact them
or check out their Facebook page:
OneNYCHAtv@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/1NYCHA/
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Residents Protest at Sunnydale in San Francisco
From Sunnydale

they have signed to move. Everyone at
Sunnydale will receive one. Some have
even received notices to vacate by June.
While Mercy and the other private corporations in charge of this scheme
claim the redevelopment is good, residents understand it will lead to everyone
at Sunnydale being displaced. People will
be given a choice to move to another dilapidated, privately managed property or
the poorly constructed high-rises that
Mercy will be managing.
All of this is happening under
the auspices of the HOPE SF plan. The
HOPE SF plan was modeled after the notorious HOPE VI federal program that
displaced hundreds of thousands of people living in public housing across the
country. This plan is dependent on major
donations from corporations like Google
Residents from the Sunnydale Housing Projects
and banks like Wells Fargo and Bank of
hold signs at a rally to stop the displacement
America. There has also been a campaign
of Sunnydale residents
of disinformation and an effort to intimidate residents to bar them from organizing.
On Saturday, April 10th, in front of the
Despite these tactics, tenants, the United
Front Against Displacement, and other concerned
nydale, residents of the Sunnydale housing projcommunity members will continue to oppose this
ect (plus two residents from Cypress Village)
privatization. Just like Cypress and Lockwood are
held a protest to oppose the HOPE SF plan to
the only public housing projects left in Oakland,
privatize and redevelop all of Sunnydale. This is
Sunnydale and Potrero Hill are the only ones left
part of the SFHA, Mercy Housing, and Related
in San Francisco. They are both under direct atCalifornia plan to demolish residents’ homes and
tack from the HOPE SF plan. It is important to
band together across projects and across cities to
aged units. In other words, the plan is to eliminate
defend public housing.
public housing through privatization.
Residents living at the corner of SunTo connect with Sunnydale and/or Potrero resnydale and Hahn received 90-day notices from
idents, contact:
SFHA stating that they have to leave their homes
PeopleofSunnydale@gmail.com
by April 13th, 2021 so they can be demolished for
PeopleofPotreroHill@gmail.com
Many residents were pressured into signStop privatization efforts everywhere!
ing and moving from their homes. But many resStand with public housing residents!
idents are still opposing the privatization, even if

PEOPLE OF THE BAY:
From the Flatlands to Visitacion Valley

Our intention is to publish articles written by tenants who are struggling against injustice and appalling
ple actions of the Housing Authority and private developers. This publication comes at a time of an
unprecedented offensive to privatize public housing and eliminate it entirely.
Beyond discussing and publicizing the crimes of the Housing Authority and any oppressors of the
people, this publication will help provide a basis for people to come together and prove we are not
alone. We can unite to strategize and build a larger movement! The working people of the Bay Area
that the people who read this publication will also take the time to share their own stories and those
that they have heard in their communities.
You’ll see us door to door, you’ll see us at a tenant meeting, and you’ll see us in the streets.
“Tell it like it is, and do what is needed”

DO YOU HAVE MOLD IN YOUR UNIT?

STOP
GENTRIFICATION

IS YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD BEING GENTRIFIED?
To start organizing or to give us feedback, criticisms, or contribute to this publication, reach out
to us:
Email: PeopleoftheBayNews@gmail.com
Phone: 510-815-9978
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